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Beauford Beauford, William. A plan of the city and suburbs of Cork, according to the latest improvements. 1801.


Cal. justic. rolls Ire. Calendar of the justiciary rolls or proceedings in the court of the justiciar of Ireland, 1295–1303 [etc.]. 3 vols. Dublin, 1905–56.


Carty Carty, John. A new and exact plan of the City of Corke and suburbs thereof. Cockpit Lane, 1726.


CC The Cork Constitution or Morning Post, or Cork Advertiser. Cork, 1841–.

CE The Cork Examiner. Cork, 1841–.


Chartae Chartae, privilegia et immunitates, being transcripts of charters and privileges to cities, towns, abbeys, and other bodies corporate ... . Dublin, 1829–30.


Connor

Connor, J. *A map of the city and suburbs of Cork*, 1774.

CS


CWH


*Extents Ir. mon. possessions*


*Fiants*


Guy

*Map of the City of Cork*. 1893.

HC


Holt


Johnson


Moore

Moore’s national exhibition map of the city, river and harbour of Cork, 1852.

Murphy

Murphy, Dan. *A survey of the city and suburbs of Cork*. Cork, 1789.

OS

Ordnance Survey. Large-scale maps of Cork: scale 1:1056, manuscript, 1842 (NAI, OS 140); printed 1870–72 (surveyed 1869–70). Maps of Co. Cork: scale 1:10,560, sheet 74, printed 1845 (surveyed 1841–2); scale 1:2500, sheets lxxiv 6, 7, 10, 11 (surveyed 1899–1900).

Pacata Hibernia


Pratt

Pratt, Henry. ‘The city of Corke’. In *A map of the kingdom of Ireland newly corrected and improved … with plans of the citys nd fortified towns …*. London, 1708. Reprinted Dublin, [1732].

Rocque


Smith


Speed

Speed, John. ‘Corcke’. In *The theatre of the empire of Great Britaine …*. London, 1611 [1612].

SR


Survey